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Enterprise Reference Guide to Bitwarden Authentication

This guide outlines the critical features and capabilities businesses should consider when it comes to adding Bitwarden
authentication to protect your users’ vaults. All authentication deployment options align with the

Bitwarden end-to-end, zero knowledge encryption model.

Authentication type What is it? Deployment considerations

Login with Bitwarden This enables employees to use their email and
master password to login and decrypt their
Bitwarden vault.

For companies that want to get started quickly, Login with
Bitwarden allows employees to use their unique email and
master password to access their vault. It is perfect for
companies that do not yet centrally manage authentication or
use an identity profiver. Administrators can manually invite
employees into Organizations and shared Collections, or use
the Bitwarden Directory Connector to synchronize LDAP
groups

Additional resources:
● Five Best Practices for Password Management
● Getting Started with Bitwarden

Login with SSO This separates user authentication from vault
decryption by leveraging your company’s identity
provider to authenticate users into their
Bitwarden vault and using master passwords for
decryption of vault data.

This option supports identity providers using SAML 2.0 or
OpenID Connect standards.

Selecting this option means that anytime an employee logs in
to Bitwarden using SSO, they’ll need to use their master
password to decrypt their vault, protecting your businesses’
critical credentials and secrets.

Additional resources:
● Configure Your Organization Using Login with SSO
● Setting up Login with SSO

https://bitwarden.com/blog/five-best-practices-for-password-management/
https://bitwarden.com/resources/presentations/essentials-getting-started-with-bitwarden/
https://bitwarden.com/blog/configure-bitwarden-sso/
https://bitwarden.com/help/article/using-sso/


Login with SSO and
customer-managed
encryption

Employees use their SSO credentials to
authenticate and decrypt all in a single step. This
option shifts retention of the users master
passwords to companies requiring the business
to deploy a key connector to store the user keys.

For companies with widely adopted SSO implementations,
and the desire to integrate authentication and decryption,
Bitwarden offers Login with SSO and customer-managed
encryption.

In this scenario, companies manage a key connector agent.
This requires a connection to a database that stores
encrypted user keys, and an RSA key pair to encrypt and
decrypt those keys.

This approach maintains a zero knowledge encryption
architecture because no decryption keys pass through
Bitwarden servers at any point.

Login with SSO and customer-managed key encryption is
available for customers self-hosting Bitwarden.

Additional resources:
● Whitepaper: Choose the Right SSO Login Strategy
● Help article: Login with SSO and Customer Managed

Encryption - deploying the key connector

Explore the right Bitwarden authentication option for your company with a free 7-day trial today

https://bitwarden.com/resources/choose-the-right-sso-login-strategy/
https://bitwarden.com/help/article/about-key-connector/
https://bitwarden.com/help/article/about-key-connector/
https://bitwarden.com/pricing/business/
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